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Classification Specialist with French language – Job Description 

 

Application link: https://www.amazon.jobs/en/jobs/402679  

 

We are looking for a Classification Specialist/Auditor FR as part of the Classification Specialist 

team in Bratislava. 

We are working to be the most customer-centric company on earth. To get there, we need 

exceptionally talented, bright, and driven people. If you'd like to help us maintain the place to find 

and buy anything online, this is your chance to make history. We are looking for a smart and 

passionate person to join our global team of classification specialists. 

You are responsible for classifying, auditing and correcting data in our retail catalog. As a 

classification specialist you will have the opportunity to have a direct and significant impact on 

improving the customer experience and making it easy and fun to shop on our sites globally. The 

role requires strong analytical skills, as well as attention to details. 

About the role 

Your tasks will include but will not be limited to:   

 Review and evaluate classification according to specific guidelines with high level of accuracy 
and productivity 

 Classify items into a complex hierarchical taxonomy 
 Make logical decisions while performing classification tasks even if provided information is 

ambiguous 
 Report classification results and communicate them throughout the organization 
 Thoroughly check product details to ensure accuracy and completeness of data 
 Drive daily production goals along with monitoring and maintaining quality control of existing 

data 
 

About you 

We are looking for leaders who have: 

 English and French language skills – reading, writing and spoken 
 Analytical skills, including research skills, ability to interpret data, ability to conceptualize and 

analyze information 
 Ability to handle a high volume of work on a regular basis 
 Detail oriented 
 Ability to work quickly, decisively, and independently 
 Proven track record in a fast-paced, multitasking environment 
 Basic computer business application skills such as MS Word and MS Excel, Outlook 
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About us 

We’ve been online since 1995 and in that time we’ve grown pretty quickly. We’re not the kind of 
company that’s happy to sit back and take it all for granted however, which is why we always treat 
every day like the first day. A day to bring in fresh ideas. A day to challenge convention. A day to 
make more good things happen for our customers. It’s that kind of entrepreneurial spirit that will 
drive our success now, and reinforce our reputation for great service for years to come. You could 
be part of it. It’s as simple as this: Work hard. Have fun. Make history. 

Find out more about Amazon on http://www.amazon.jobs/ 

How ‘Amazon Peculiar’ are you? Find out here!   

Employer of choice 

Amazon is an equal opportunities employer. We believe passionately that employing a diverse 
workforce is central to our success. We make recruiting decisions based on your experience and 
skills. We value your passion to discover, invent, simplify and build. We welcome applications 
from all members of society irrespective of age, sex, disability, sexual orientation, race, religion or 
belief. 
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